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Drapers Hall
Drapers Hall has a history stretching back to the 15th century,
and has received a lighting overhaul. Fully dimmable Tamlite
Lighting solutions were installed, adjustable from a centralised
control system.
The fittings were discreet, and directed the light towards the
magnificent paintings and architecture throughout the hall.

MICRO LED XL - High performance
LED batten
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ASDA
Tamlite is helping ASDA meet their ambitious energy reduction
targets. With solutions rolled out nationwide, supermarket giant
ASDA is reducing the energy footprint of its stores. The lighting
solution has significantly lowered energy consumption.
The new lighting system also modernised the feel of the stores,
displaying the products as fresh and appealing. The products stand
out on the shelves, with tailored beam angles drawing customer
attention to the groceries around the store.

I LINE - Pre-wired LED continuous
lighting system
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Highland Spring
Established in 1979, Highland Spring Group operates and maintains a number of
factories and warehouses. When redeveloping the lighting system at its warehouse
in Perthshire, Scotland, energy efficient Tamlite Lighting solutions were chosen.
In a warehouse, it is vital that the area is fully illuminated, to improve safety around
heavy machinery, without dazzling workers. In racking areas, forklift operators will
be looking upwards in the aisles. With Tamlite lighting solutions, they can do so
with minimal glare, to avoid costly accidents.

EXPO - High output LED Low bay/
high bay
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Holiday Inn
Express
Holiday Inn Express Portsmouth North is a modern 150-bedroom
hotel. A busy residence with many customers passing through its
doors, Holiday Inn chose Tamlite Lighting luminaires for its site.
The outdoor car park was transformed from a dark, shadowy area
to a safe and welcoming environment.

PLAZA - Post top LED lantern
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AAH
Pharmaceuticals
AAH is the largest British pharmaceutical wholesaler,
operating from modern distribution centres as part of
Celesio UK, the British division of McKesson Europe.
AAH delivers over 15 million items per week to more
than 14,000 pharmacies and organisations, including
LloydsPharmacy.
AAH installed Tamlite Lighting products across their
offices, communal spaces, reception areas, and
the mail room, creating significant energy savings
throughout the site.

HORIZON L - Recessed
LED module with indirect/
direct output

MODLED LG High performance LED
panel with VDT optic

IKON - Recessed
LED downlight
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Newcastle United
Football Club
St James’ Park, home of Newcastle United FC, is one of the largest
football stadiums in the country. Tamlite Lighting products were
installed in the car parks and corporate rooms at the stadium, to
provide the perfect experience for guests and visitors.
Eddie Rutherford, Newcastle United stadium manager, says,
“Areas where the new lighting has been installed actually look like
they have been redecorated because the light quality is so much
better than before.”

XTREME - IP65 LED weatherproof,
polycarbonate luminaire

IKON - Recessed
LED downlight
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RMB Toyota
Toyota is one of the most recognisable car brands in the world.
RMB Toyota in Darlington needed a lighting system in its brandnew showroom, and Tamlite Lighting solutions were installed
to provide a memorable customer experience. Spotlights gave
the cars an air of prestige, by creating a visually striking lighting
design.

IKON - Recessed
LED downlight

TRIO - Mains 3 circuit track
system

TS SPOT - High output LED
spotlight
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Princess
Elizabeth Hospital
Part of Healthcare Group Guernsey, Princess Elizabeth Hospital is a mainstay of
healthcare provision in the Channel Islands. Tamlite Lighting solutions were installed
throughout the hospital, creating the perfect environment to aid patient recovery and
allow staff to assess their patients without intrusive light.
Comfortable, welcoming lighting in corridor areas link the wards, while laboratory
lighting ensures that technicians remain focused and concentrate for longer.

IKON - Recessed
LED downlight

i5 - High output recessed
adjustable LED downlight

MODLED - Low energy LED
recessed modular panel
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Dennis Eagle
For leading commercial vehicle manufacturer Dennis
Eagle, the recent implementation of a full lighting
upgrade at its Blackpool facility was the result of a
congruence of several key circumstances. Energy
saving is key for Dennis Eagle, and they determined
that high efficiency Tamlite Lighting solutions would
provide significant reductions in power consumption.
Dennis Eagle received a significant annual energy
saving of 83% by switching to Tamlite LED luminaires.
Tamlite Vision Lighting Controls were also implemented
to ensure that lighting was only used when and where
it was required. “As well as the initial energy savings
brought about by the switch to LED, we will see a
continued reduction in energy consumption through
the use of motion sensors,” said Dennis Eagles’ Neil
Walton.

EXPO - High output LED Low bay/
high bay
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Thyssenkrupp
Delivering a range of products for the aerospace industry,
Thyssenkrupp is one of the world’s most prominent diversified
industrial groups.
Tamlite Lighting luminaires were supplied to the office areas,
to provide low glare illumination. These solutions provide
sufficient light without being intrusive, creating the perfect office
environment.

MODLED LG - High performance LED
panel with VDT optic
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Nottingham City
Homes
The lighting provision at Garfield Court and Courtney Gardens
has been extensively revamped as part of Nottingham City
Homes’ ongoing modernisation of its independent living facilities.
The motivation for the latest upgrade was installing a range of
emergency lighting solutions at the site.
The fittings were supplied with integral emergency options,
to provide sufficient lighting even in the event of a power cut.
Emergency lighting is crucial, to allowing room occupants to
vacate the building when mains power is lost.

EMLED - Recessed emergency
LED downlight

ELEGANCE - Decorative
circular bulkhead with LED
array
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YO! Sushi
With a vibrant, distinctive atmosphere, YO! Sushi is renowned for
being a funky, trendy restaurant. High efficiency Tamlite Lighting
luminaires were chosen by the popular Japanese food restaurant
chain.
Integrated into one centralised controller, the new lighting
infrastructures allow colour changes to be made quickly and
easily. This provided a vivid lighting design at the tables and
serving areas, creating the colourful personality that YO! Sushi
prides itself on.
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RGB STRIP - Recessed LED
downlight
3

4
FIRESTAR MINI - Low energy LED
recessed modular panel
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Jones Bootmaker
Jones Bootmaker footwear retailer has over 70 branches and around 20 concessions in retail outlets
throughout the UK. Alfred Jones began trading back in 1857; he was one of the first traders to install
electric lighting in his shop and many people visited the store to see this new phenomenon.
This is a company that knows the value of lighting in retail stores, and they chose Tamlite Lighting to provide
the ideal solutions. These products were used to showcase the display areas in their best light, to make
every product look perfect.

i5 - High output recessed adjustable
LED downlight
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Ricoh Arena
The award-winning Ricoh Arena, Coventry, implemented a Tamlite
Lighting solution in its 6,000 square metres Ericsson Exhibition
Hall. The brief was tight, to ensure that the hall would be
illuminated to Sports England standards.
A flexible and controllable lighting solution to meet the needs of
various sports events was key, from 800 lux for netball one day,
and under 200 lux for snooker the next! Also specified was the
need for different customers’ requirements, from exhibitions and
sports tournaments to concerts.

EXPO - High output LED Low bay/
high bay
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BGL
The insurance giant BGL Group (owners of comparethemarket.com) modernised their head office in
Peterborough with Tamlite Lighting solutions. BGL is a modern, fast-paced company, and Tamlite was
quick to supply an array of lighting solutions, which were rapidly installed, to provide a fast turnaround.
The exterior luminaires delivered an attractive, contemporary design to the building, and were significantly
more energy efficient than the previous system.

PLAZA - Post top LED lantern
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FRESCO - Extruded aluminium
LED bollard
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Ford Garage
Paynes of Hinckley is a Ford showroom, garage and workshop, where cars are sold as well as serviced.
Tamlite Lighting solutions were installed in the workshop and garage to increase light levels, allowing
mechanics to work safely and efficiently. The outdoor forecourt area was illuminated to increase the
opening hours during winter months, and improve security at the site.

MARINER - High integrity, coastal
protected LED floodlight
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EXPO - High output LED Low bay/
high bay
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Hastings High School
Tamlite Lighting solutions were chosen at Hastings High School. Tamlite knows
the importance of lighting in educational establishments, providing human centric
luminaires to benefit both students and staff.
Concentration levels must be maintained among students, so low glare fittings
were installed in classrooms at the high school. The complexion of the classrooms
changed, becoming more brightly illuminated, and improving productivity among
students.
It is vital that students and staff members are comfortable in the classroom, but that
the space is well lit. Through high output, low glare luminaires, classrooms can be
illuminated to the ideal level.
Corridors and communal spaces were brightly lit, using occupancy sensors to
reduce energy consumption. Emergency lighting solutions were also supplied in the
classrooms and communal spaces, to provide sufficient illumination in the event of
a loss of mains power.

PRIMA - Surface LED Module

MODLED LG - High performance
LED panel with VDT optic
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CEF Online
As an ever-growing company and the UK’s largest independent
electrical wholesaler, the demand for CEF Online has increased
over time. To accommodate this, the CEF Online stock holding has
been relocated to a new-build, 100,000 square feet footprint, 3
storey warehouse in Biggleswade. Tamlite Lighting solutions were
installed at the site, providing a lighting system throughout the
warehouse, offices and urban spaces.
Providing a complete lighting system for CEF, coupled with
intelligent, future-proof lighting controls, demonstrates Tamlite’s
ability to specify a flexible, versatile lighting solution, on a large
scale.

EXPO - High output low
bay/high bay

LUNAR - High
performance LED
bulkhead

MICRO LED XL - High
performance LED batten

SOLO - Suspended LED
linear system
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Winnington Park Primary School
Winnington Park County Primary School and Nursery teaches pupils from 3-11. With the recent
development of a new block at the site, Tamlite Lighting supplied a range of solutions, ideal for primary
school occupants. Low glare optics ensured that the classrooms were a comfortable environment for
both the pupils and the staff.
Tamlite also supplied luminaires for the communal areas and main hall, demonstrating Tamlite’s
effectiveness as a versatile lighting designer.

AXIS - Recessed LED module
with profiled diffuser optic
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XTREME - IP65 LED
weatherproof, polycarbonate
luminaire

HORIZON COMFORT Recessed LED module with
indirect/direct output

METRO - Exterior LED
bulkhead
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Leominster Hospital
Leominster Community Hospital, in Herefordshire, provides medical care to those in the local community.
The lighting at the hospital had become inadequate, so Tamlite Lighting was commissioned to provide a
significant upgrade at the site.
Wards, clinic rooms and corridors were supplied with Tamlite solutions, to create a lighting system
that benefits patients as well as staff. Low glare luminaires are designed to give patients a comfortable
environment while they are given treatment.

TBX - Tri-colour LED Batten
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XTREME - IP65 LED
weatherproof, polycarbonate
luminaire

EUROLUX - LED emergency
bulkhead

MODLED LG High performance LED panel
with VDT optic
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Celesio UK
Celesio UK is a leading provider of integrated healthcare
services to the NHS specialising in medicines,
pharmaceutical care and primary care patient services.
At the head office in Coventry, the lighting system was
upgraded, with Tamlite Lighting solutions supplied for the
offices and communal spaces, as well as the installation of
quality emergency lighting.

IKON - Recessed
LED downlight

MODLED LG High performance LED panel
with VDT optic

SAPPHIRE - High output LED
Pendant

EXIS - LED recessed or
surface droplite
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Tamlite Lighting
Sales Centre
Tamlite Field Sales Centre,
Park Farm Industrial Estate,
Redditch, Worcestershire,
B98 0HU
T. 01527 517 777
E. sales@tamlite.co.uk
W. tamlite.co.uk
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